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USER CONNECTIVITY PROCESS 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit of expired U.S. Pro 
visional Application No. 60/551,436 filed Mar. 9, 2004, and is 
a continuation application of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
10/888,923, filed Jul. 9, 2004. The entire disclosures of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/551,436 and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/888,923 are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to a user connectivity process 
management system. In particular, this invention relates to a 
system for managing the process of providing users with 
direct market access for the trading of financial instruments. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. Today's technology is capable of providing direct 
access to markets, allowing users to trade financial instru 
ments on their own from almost any location. Access to this 
technology is highly demanded, and, therefore, it is important 
to quickly and efficiently provide Such access to users. How 
ever, providing users with access to systems that provide 
direct market access is very complicated, requiring numer 
able steps. Conventionally, these steps have been manually 
managed and performed, taking up to six or more months to 
complete the task of providing direct market access to users. 
With the high state of demand for direct market access, such 
delays of six or more months are unacceptable. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. These problems are solved and a technical advance 
is achieved in the art by a system according to the present 
invention that manages the process of providing a client 
access to a secured service, referred to herein as the "client 
connectivity” process or the “CC process. In the exemplary 
embodiment, the secured service is a computer system that 
allows the client to trade financial instruments. The process 
management system according to the present invention 
includes managing execution of tasks that can be automati 
cally executed; delegating tasks that require manual execu 
tion; communicating with entities outside of the process man 
agement system; and handling "demands, or unexpected 
problems that arise in the middle of the client connectivity 
process. 
0005 To elaborate, the client connectivity process 
includes a series of tasks, both automatic and manual. The 
automatic tasks are executed by either the process manage 
ment system or other computers automatically. The manual 
tasks are executed by individuals who interface with the pro 
cess management system via a user-interface disclosed 
herein. The process management system advances through 
the client connectivity process by instructing the pertinent 
computers to automatically execute the automatic tasks and 
sending messages to the individuals responsible for executing 
the manual tasks. The individuals responsible for executing 
the manual tasks access the user-interface via a computer and 
view such messages in their “activity” list. When the indi 
vidual completes a manual task, the process management 
system is notified that the manual task is complete also via the 
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interface. Once a manual task is complete, the process man 
agement system advances to the next task in the client con 
nectivity process. 
0006. As the client connectivity process depends upon 
entities external to the process management system, Such as 
the client and third party network providers, the system also 
interfaces with these external entities. For instance, the sys 
tem sends messages to the client regarding connection infor 
mation required to connect to the secured service, and sends 
requests to third party networks to initiate client connectivity 
through Such networks, if necessary. 
0007 Further, the process management system according 
to the present invention handles “demands, or unexpected 
problems that arise in the middle of the client connectivity 
process. In particular, if a problem occurs during the process, 
an individual enters such problem, or demand, into the system 
via the user-interface. The process management system takes 
this demand and inserts additional required tasks into the 
client connectivity process flow. These additional tasks are 
then delegated to the computers and or individuals for execu 
tion as necessary. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. A more complete understanding of this invention 
may be obtained from a consideration of this specification 
taken in conjunction with the drawings, in which: 
0009 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary computer hardware 
arrangement according to an aspect of the present invention; 
0010 FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate icons used to describe tasks 
in the process flows according to the exemplary embodiment 
of the invention; 
(0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a high level view of the client 
connect process flow according to the exemplary embodi 
ment; 
0012 FIG. 5 illustrates the initiation process flow shown 
in FIG. 4; 
0013 FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate the environment set-up pro 
cess flow shown in FIG. 4; 
0014 FIG. 8 illustrates the user acceptance testing process 
flow shown in FIG. 4; 
0015 FIG. 9 illustrates the production environment set-up 
process flow shown in FIG. 4; 
0016 FIG. 10 illustrates the go-live process flow shown in 
FIG. 4; 
(0017 FIG. 11 illustrates a “Regions” or “Homepage of a 
user-interface according to the exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0018 FIG. 12 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “General tab: 
0019 FIG. 13 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “UAT” tab: 
0020 FIG. 14 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Production” tab: 
0021 FIG. 15 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Connection” tab: 
0022 FIG. 16 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “FIX Message” tab: 
0023 FIG. 17 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Markets” tab: 
0024 FIG. 18 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Normalizer” tab: 
0025 FIG. 19 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Demands” tab: 
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0026 FIG. 20 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Progress” tab: 
0027 FIG. 21 illustrates a portion of a client page of the 
user-interface relating to a “Activity” tab: 
0028 FIG.22 illustrates a “Client Tests' page of the user 
interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 12; 
0029 FIG. 23 illustrates a “Test Details' page of the user 
interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG.22; 
0030 FIG. 24 illustrates a “Demands' page of the user 
interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 11; 
0031 FIG. 25 illustrates a “Creating a Demand' page of 
the user-interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 
24; 
0032 FIG. 26 illustrates a “Demand Raised' business pro 
cess map that relates to creating a demand as described with 
reference to FIG. 25: 
0033 FIG. 27 illustrates a “Normalizer” page of the user 
interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 11; 
0034 FIG. 28 illustrates a “Creating a Normalizer page 
of the user-interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 
27; 
0035 FIG. 29 illustrates a “Work Queue' page of the 
user-interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 11; 
and 
0036 FIG. 30 illustrates a “Client Monitor” page of the 
user-interface, which is accessed from the page of FIG. 11. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT OF THE 

INVENTION 

I. Exemplary Hardware Arrangement 

0037. The exemplary embodiment of the process manage 
ment system 100 according to the present invention will now 
be described in greater detail with reference to FIG.1. In this 
figure, an exemplary hardware arrangement of the process 
management system is shown. The process management sys 
tem 100 includes the "client connectivity” system 101, the 
“active workflow” system 102, and the database 103. The 
client connectivity system 101 includes one or more comput 
ers that gather information pertaining to the client connectiv 
ity process, such as client information, demands, manual task 
work queues, connection information, etc. ..., and store Such 
information in the database 103. The active workflow system 
102 includes one or more computers that manage advance 
ment through the client connectivity process. Accordingly, 
the active workflow system 102 communicates with the client 
connectivity system 101 to exchange demand information 
and manual task queues. As demands arise, the client connec 
tivity system 101 passes them on to the active workflow 
system 102, and the workflow system 102 adjusts the task 
flow in the client connectivity process accordingly. It should 
be noted that although the active workflow system 102 and the 
client connectivity system 101 are shown separate, they may 
reside on a single computer. 
0038. The active workflow 102 also manages communi 
cation with entities external to the process management sys 
tem. Such entities include one or more computers 104 belong 
ing to what is referred to herein as the “on-boarding team.” 
The “on-boarding team' represents one or more individuals 
responsible for executing manual tasks in the client connec 
tivity process. The computers 104 of the on-boarding team 
operate the user-interface disclosed herein. As manual tasks 
arise in the client connectivity process flow, the active work 
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flow system 102 notifies a computer belonging to one or more 
individuals on the on-boarding team 104 responsible for 
executing such tasks. The notified individuals view the task 
via the user-interface, execute the task, and then notify the 
active workflow system 102 of its completion via the user 
interface. Once complete, the workflow system 102 proceeds 
to the next task in the process. 
0039. Other external entities include clients 105 that 
desire to obtain access to the secured service (not shown). The 
workflow 102 communicates with the client 105, notifying 
the client of demands, status updates, and connection infor 
mation. External entities also include individuals 106, 
referred to herein as the “Firewall Change Request team,” or 
“FCR team,” responsible for updating the secured service's 
firewall to accommodate the client 105. The active workflow 
system 102 will send a message to the FCR team when the 
manual task of updating the firewall is ready for execution. 
0040. Other external entities include individuals 107, 
referred to herein as the “Logical Virtual Connection team.” 
or “LVC team.” responsible for establishing a Logical Virtual 
Connection required by Some third party networks, if neces 
sary. As with the FCR team, the workflow system 102 will 
send a message to the LVC team if and when establishment of 
an LVC is required. Additionally, external entities include 
Autex 108, which is an exemplary third party network pro 
vider that some clients 105 may use. The worfkflow system 
102 will send requests to Autex 108, or other third party 
network providers, if any, when establishment of a connec 
tion between the client 105, the third party network, and the 
secured service is required. 

I.I. Exemplary Client Connectivity Process Flow 

0041. Now, the client connectivity process flow (“CC pro 
cess') managed by the active workflow system 102 will be 
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 2-10. FIGS. 
2 and 3 illustrate the symbols used to describe particular tasks 
in the CC process. These symbols appear next to the tasks 
described in FIGS. 4-10 and 26. Referring to FIG. 2. “Ordi 
nary Activity” icon 201 denotes a default task type that is 
executed manually. Tasks of this default type are normally 
carried out by specified useable resources. “Script Activity” 
202 denotes a task that executes a series of instructions in a 
given language consecutively. Specified usable resources 
execute these script tasks either automatically or manually. 
“COM Activity” icon 203 denotes a task that calls a COM 
object, known in the art, and can be executed automatically or 
manually by specified resources. 
0042 “Transactional Activity’ 204 denotes a task that 
calls a combination of one or more COM objects and is 
always executed automatically. “.NET Activity” icon 205 
denotes a task that calls a .NET object. Tasks of this type can 
be executed automatically or manually by specified 
resources. “Web Service Activity” 206 denotes a web service 
task that calls a specific URL and can be executed either 
automatically or manually by specified usable resources. 
“Create New Job Type Activity” 207 denotes a task that 
allows the creation of and insertion of a new task into the CC 
process. This task type incorporates flexibility into the CC 
process by allowing unanticipated issues, such as demands, to 
be addressed on the fly. Create New Job tasks 207 can be 
executed automatically or manually by specified resources. 
“State Activity Icon' 208 denotes an "Ordinary' type activity 
201 that has no specified resources. 
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0043. Referring to FIG. 3, “Static Useable Resource 
Only' icon 301 denotes a task that is executed manually by a 
static resource. A static resource is defined at design time and 
cannot be changed at run-time. "Dynamic Useable Resource 
Only' icon 302 denotes a task that is executed manually by 
dynamically defined resources that can be changed at run 
time. “Dynamic and Static Useable Resource' icon 303 
denotes a task that is executed manually by static and 
dynamic resources. “Same as Previous Resource' icon 304 
denotes a task that is executed manually by resources that 
have carried out a selected previous task. Icons 301-304 can 
appear in conjunction with any task type, with the exception 
of “Transactional activities 204. 

0044 “Automatic' icon 305 denotes a task that is executed 
automatically by the system. This icon may appear in con 
junction with “Script” 202, “COM 203, and “Create New 
Job' 207 type tasks, and always appears in conjunction with 
a “Transactional activity 204. Finally, “Library Activity” 
icon 306 denotes a shared task. Library activities can be used 
across different subprocesses of the CC process. This icon can 
appear in conjunction with any activity type. 
0045. The workflow system 102 instructs automatic 
execution of the automatic tasks described by the icons in 
FIGS. 2 and 3. When manual tasks arise in the CC process, the 
workflow system 102 notifies the appropriate individual(s) 
104, 106, and/or 107 via the user interface to execute such 
tasks. The workflow system 102 is notified of completion of 
the manual tasks via the user interface and then advances the 
CC process to the next task. 
0046 Having introduced the meaning of the icons shown 
in the figures, the underlying Subprocesses of the CC process 
will now be described with reference to the process flows 
shown in FIGS. 4-10. FIG. 4 represents a high level view of 
the entire CC process according to the exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. The process flow of FIG. 4 is 
referred to as the “main process.” The main process includes 
five subprocesses: Initiation 401, described with FIG. 5; 
Environment Set-Up 402, described with FIGS. 6 and 7: User 
Acceptance Testing (“UAT) Testing 403, described with 
FIG. 8: Production Environment Set-Up 404, described with 
FIG. 9; and Go Live 405, described with FIG. 10. Prior to 
beginning the Subprocesses, email addresses associated with 
individuals involved with the CC process may be obtained at 
406. 

0047. The first subprocess of FIG. 4 is initiation 401, 
which will now be described in detail with reference to FIG. 
5. The initiation process 401 includes tasks focusing on 
obtaining information necessary to begin the CC process, 
Such as general client information 501, protocol information, 
such as information required to comply with the FIX protocol 
502 and 504, and connection information about the client 
503. The FIX protocol is the Financial Information eXchange 
(FIX) protocol, which is a messaging standard developed 
specifically for the real-time electronic exchange of securities 
transactions as is known in the art. 

0048. In the exemplary embodiment, the tasks 501-504 are 
manually performed by individuals on the on-boarding team 
104 using the user-interface described below. The active 
workflow system 102 delegates manual tasks, such as these, 
by sending notifications to the responsible individuals on the 
on-boarding team 104, via the user-interface. The workflow 
system 102 waits for an indication that the manual tasks are 
complete before proceeding to the next task. The information 
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input at 501,502,503, and 504 is described with reference to 
FIGS. 12, 13, 15, and 16, respectively. 
0049. As will be shown, each of the subprocesses of FIG. 
4 include a Subprocess of resolving outstanding demands. In 
the initiation process 401, this subprocess occurs at 505. 
When a problem arises during the CC process, an individual 
on the on-boarding team 104 raises a demand via the user 
interface described below with reference to FIGS. 24-26. In 
the subprocess at 505, tasks required to resolve the demand 
are delegated to the appropriate individuals on the on-board 
ing team 104 for execution. Once the tasks are complete and 
the demand resolved, the CC process exits the demand sub 
process at 505. 
0050. The initiation process 401 also includes status 
update tasks and some other preliminary tasks. In particular, 
the initiation process 401 includes updating a status of the CC 
process to indicate that the initiation process 401 is being 
executed at 506. Also, an overall percentage complete of the 
CC process is updated periodically when certain tasks are 
completed, as shown at 509, for example. Further, the client is 
added to a mapping table at 507 stored in the database 103 that 
includes a list of all clients involved in the CC process. Addi 
tionally, the initiation process 401 includes adding a set of 
tests at 508 to the database 103 that must be performed to 
ensure proper connectivity for the client. Client tests are 
described in more detail with respect to FIGS. 22 and 23. 
0051. After completing the initiation process 401, the 
environment set-up process 402 begins, which is shown with 
FIGS. 6 and 7. The environment set-up process 402 prepares 
the appropriate connection parameters, accounts, and third 
party networks for connection between the secured service 
and the client. The preparations made in the environment 
set-up process 402 are a prelude for testing the connection to 
the client, which is described below with reference to User 
Acceptance Testing and FIG. 8. 
0.052 The tasks involved in the environment set-up pro 
cess 402 include setting up the client for access to the Global 
Trading Workstation (“GTW), which is a platform by which 
the client will trade financial instruments, and setting up FIX 
gateway routing and associated account information at 601. 
The tasks at 602 represent recording additional parameters 
required for the client to seamlessly communicate via the FIX 
protocol. Such as normalizers discussed below with reference 
to FIGS. 27 and 28. The tasks at 603 pertain to updating the 
secured service's firewall to accommodate the client. Such 
tasks include sending a notification to the FCR team 106 
requesting that the firewall be adjusted, receiving a notifica 
tion from the FCR team 106 that this manual task has been 
completed, and recording the updated port information asso 
ciated with the firewall change. 
0053 Turning now to FIG.7, which shows the second half 
of FIG. 6, the tasks at 701 and 702 pertain to acquiring a test 
date at which the client will be able to perform its User 
Acceptance Testing to test its connection to the secured Ser 
vice. Once a test date is acquired. Such information is sent to 
the client 105 via a message from the active workflow system 
102, as shown at 701. Also, members of the on-boarding team 
104 are notified of the test date and associated information via 
a message from the active workflow system 102, as shown at 
702. In the exemplary embodiment, these members of the 
on-boarding team 104 are referred to as the “CC Infrastruc 
ture' team. 

0054. The tasks at 703 determine whether the client uses 
TNS, which is an exemplary third party network that requires 
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use of a “Logical Virtual Connection.” If the client 105 uses 
TNS, a message is sent to the LVC team 107 by the active 
workflow system 102 notifying them of their responsibility to 
complete the manual task of setting up an LVC. 
0055. The tasks at 704 determine whether the client uses 
AuteX, another exemplary third party network. If so, a mes 
sage is prepared and sent to the third party network provider, 
in this example, Autex 108, by the workflow system 102. The 
message requests the third party network provider to adjust 
their system to allow connectivity between the client 105 and 
the secured service. The tasks at 705 pertain to preparation of 
a test plan, which is a manual task, for use in the user accep 
tance testing (“UAT) process. 
0056 Returning to FIG. 6, after the above-mentioned 
tasks have completed, the client 105 is sent a message at 604 
containing the connection information required for the client 
to connect to secured service for UAT. At 605, outstanding 
demands are resolved prior to proceeding to Such testing. 
0057 Testing occurs during execution of the UAT testing 
process 403 shown in detail in FIG. 8. The UAT testing 
process 403 includes preparation of logging functionality 801 
to log errors in the testing process and performing internal 
testing 802 of client tests identified at 508 in FIG. 5 and 
according to the test plan of 705 in FIG. 7. UAT also includes 
establishing a connection with the client 105 at 803 so that the 
client can perform its user acceptance testing to ensure that 
the connection works properly. Once testing is complete, if 
the client 105 uses TNS, the LVC is established to such 
network at 804. The third party provider of the INS network 
is notified of such connection at 805. To complete the UAT 
process, outstanding demands are resolved and the status of 
the process is updated at 806. 
0058. With UAT testing 403 complete, the CC process 
advances to production environment set-up 404, shown in 
detail in FIG. 9. The environment set-up process involves 
compiling final port information 901 and protocol interface 
information 902, and preparing the applications necessary to 
allow the client 105 access to the Secured service 903. In the 
exemplary embodiment. Such applications include the global 
trading workstation which uses the FIX protocol and allows 
the client 105 direct market access to trading financial instru 
ments. The environment set-up process 404 also includes 
tasks that notify appropriate individuals at 904 on the on 
boarding team 104 of the client’s impending live connection 
to the secured service. In the exemplary embodiment, the 
individuals that are notified are referred to as the “production 
client connectivity” team, or “PROD CC” and the “client 
connectivity infrastructure' team, or “CC Infrastructure. To 
complete the production environment set-up process 403, 
process statuses are updated and outstanding demands 
resolved at 905. 
0059. With the production environment ready, the “Go 
Live' process 405 is executed, as shown in detail with FIG. 
10. This process includes tasks pertaining to testing the live 
connection to the client, such as executing a dummy live trade 
1001, and receiving approval from the appropriate individu 
als to allow the client 105 access to the secured service. Such 
approval is shown at 1002, and includes approval from legal 
personnel, front office personnel, and operators. Once 
approval is received, a message is sent to all involved parties, 
including the client 105, indicating that the client now has 
access to the secured service at 1003, thereby completing the 
CC process. 

III. Exemplary User Interface 
0060. The exemplary user interface for interacting with 
the process management system 100 will now be described. 
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The exemplary user interface is operated by computers asso 
ciated with individuals on the on-boarding team 104, the FCR 
team 106, and the LVC team 107. However, this user interface 
may also be operated by the client 105, Autex 108, and any 
other individual or entity interested in the CC process. 
0061 Access to the process management system 100 via 
the interface is controlled using user names, passwords, and a 
series of user types having varying levels of access rights to 
the process management system 100. For instance, a particu 
laruser may be associated with an “admin' user type and have 
complete read and write access to the process management 
system 100. The client 105, on the other hand, may be asso 
ciated with a user type that has read-only access. Members of 
the on-boarding team 104 may be associated with an inter 
mediate user type having limited write access and full read 
aCCCSS, 

0062 Once a user enters a valid user name and password, 
a home page shown at FIG. 11 is displayed. The home page 
includes a navigation bar 1101 having links that, when 
selected, take the user to another page and/or perform an 
action. The Admin' link 1102 displays a “User Configura 
tion' page where an admin can add users to or remove users 
from the user-interface, or modify the user types associated 
with users. The “Log In' link 1103 displays a “Login page 
where the user, or another user, may log in. The “Home' link 
1206 brings the user to the home page, which is currently 
being described with reference to FIG. 11. The “Client” link 
1105 displays the “Client” page illustrated at FIGS. 12-23. 
The “Demands' link 1106 brings the user to a "Demands' 
page illustrated at FIGS. 24-25. The “Normalizer” link 1107 
displays a “Normalizer page illustrated at FIGS. 27-28. The 
“Vendor' link 1108 displays a “Vendor' page where the user 
can add, remove, or modify vendor information. The “Work 
queue link 1109 brings the user to a “Work queue page 
illustrated at FIG. 29, and the “Reports' link 1110 displays a 
“Reports' page where the user can run reports displaying 
information pertaining to the CC process. The “Client 
Search” link 1111 displays a “Client Search' page where the 
user can search for particular clients. The “Monitor' link 
1112 displays a “Client Monitor page illustrated at FIG. 30. 
And, the “Log Off link 1113 logs the user off of the user 
interface. 

0063. The “Client” page, accessed by link 1105, will now 
be described with reference to FIGS. 12-23. The “Client 
page is used to set up clients or display information relating to 
clients. The Client page includes several Subpages which can 
be accessed by clicking on tabs 1200 at the top of the Client 
page (FIG. 12). To create a new client, the user inputs the 
information required on each of these subpages and then click 
on a “Submit” button (1201, for example). After selecting the 
submit button 1201, the client information is sent to the 
project management system 100 via the client connectivity 
system 101. If all of the necessary information has been 
entered, the new client is created and a new client connect 
process is initiated for that client (FIG. 4). 
0064. Each of the tabs 1200 of the Client page will now be 
described by first referring to FIG. 12. In FIG. 12, the “Gen 
eral” tab 1202 is currently selected. The “General” tab 1202 
displays a form containing general client information, such as 
company identifiers for the client 1203, client contact infor 
mation 1204, other contact information 1205, client status 
information 1206, and key event dates pertaining to the CC 
process 1207. The task of inputting this information is shown 
at 501 in FIG. 5. 
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0065 Turning now to FIG. 13, the UAT Tab 1301 on the 
client page will be described. The UAT tab 1301 provides 
information relating to the FIX details associated with the 
client at issue for use in the User Acceptance Testing envi 
ronment. These details describe parameters of the client’s 
system to facilitate communication using the FIX protocol. 
The task of inputting this information is shown at 502 in FIG. 
5 

0066. The “Production” tab 1401 will now be described 
with reference to FIG. 14. This tab provides the same infor 
mation as the UAT Tab 1301, except that the information in 
the “Production” tab 1501 relates to the production environ 
ment. 

0067 FIG. 15 illustrates the “Connection” tab. 1501. The 
connection tab 1501 provides information relating to the cli 
ent's communication connection, such as IP addresses 1502, 
network connection types 1503, ports 1504, and encryption 
types 1505. This information is input at 503 in FIG. 5. 
0068 FIG. 16 illustrates the “FIX Message” tab 1601 that 
provides information relating to the particular parameters 
associated with the client's FIX message usage when con 
ducting trades, such as session layer information 1602, ses 
sion and application exceptions 1603, order status 1604, 
order types 1605, and currency 1606. 
0069 FIG. 17 illustrates the “Markets” tab 1701, which 
allows the user to select, among other things, trading regions 
1702 where the client will be trading financial instruments via 
the secured service. Exemplary regions include EMEA (i.e., 
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia), the United States, Latin 
America, Japan, Hong Kong, and Australia. The notes tab 
1703 allows the user to enter any miscellaneous information 
regarding the CC process. Also from the notes tab 1703, the 
user can set up reminders that prompt the workflow system 
102 to send messages to particular users of the user interface 
at particular times. 
0070 FIG. 18 illustrates the “Normalizer tab. 1801, that 
when selected, displays a form pertaining to message trans 
lations. Because the client's system may not communicate in 
the same manner that the secured service communicates, 
messages from the client system to the secured service, and 
Vice versa, may need to have translation functions applied to 
them. The translation functions, or normalizers, act as an 
interface between the client system 105 and the secured ser 
Vice allowing them to communicate with each other in a 
format understandable by both sides. The form shown in FIG. 
18 allows the user to view existing normalizers, which are 
listed in the window 1802. Entry of new normalizers is dis 
cussed below with reference to FIGS. 27 and 28. 

(0071 FIG. 19 illustrates the “Demands’ tab. 1901 that, 
when selected, displays a form allowing the user to view a list 
of outstanding demands. Existing demands are displayed in 
row format in the window 1902. The user can view more 
details of a particular demand by selecting an existing 
demand in the window and then selecting the “View 
Demand” button 1903. Entry of new demands is discussed in 
more detail with reference to FIGS. 24-26. 

0072. If the current user has assigned tasks to complete for 
this client, two additional tabs are displayed on the Client 
page. With reference to FIGS. 20 and 21, the two additional 
tabs are the “Progress” tab 2001 and the “Activity” tab 2101. 
The “Progress” tab 2001, when selected, displays the CC 
process flow (FIGS. 4-10) and indicates the current status of 
the process by highlighting tasks that have been completed. 
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(0073. The “Activity” tab 2101 in FIG. 21, when selected, 
provides information about any manual tasks that have been 
assigned to the user by the workflow system 102. For 
example, if the current user has been assigned the task "setup 
client in production GTW shown at 906 in FIG.9, such task 
is shown at 2102 in FIG.22 informing the user that he or she 
is responsible for completing the task. Once the task is com 
plete, the user selects the “Complete Activity” button 2103. 
Selecting this button notifies the active workflow system 102 
that the task is complete, so that processing can advance to the 
next task in the CC process, which in this example is “update 
percent complete'907 in FIG.9. 
0074 The user interface pertaining to client tests will now 
be described. Referring back to FIG. 12, when the “Client 
Tests” button 1208 is selected, the “Client Tests' dialog box 
illustrated in FIG. 22 is displayed. The dialog box of FIG.22 
lists all of the existing Client Tests to be executed at 802 in 
FIG. 8. The tests are listed row-by-row in window 2201. 
Information displayed for each test includes a test identifier, a 
status of the test, such as “run” or “not run, a run date and 
time, and the number of attempts that have been made to 
complete the test. 
0075. When the user selects one of the tests in the window 
2201, a “Test Details” form is displayed, as illustrated in FIG. 
23. The user may view and/or edit test details including a 
description of the test 2301, the tasks involved in completing 
the tests and their order of execution 2302, result details 2303, 
number of attempts made 2304, and whether the test passed or 
failed 2305. 
(0076. Having completed the description of the “Client” 
page, which is accessed by selecting the “Client” link 1105 
(FIG. 11), the “demands' page will now be described. The 
demands page is accessed by selecting the "demands' link 
1106 (FIG. 11) from the navigation bar 1101. The demands 
page is illustrated with FIG. 24, from which the user can view, 
create, edit, and delete demands. Existing demands are listed 
row-by-row in the window 2401. 
0077. A demand may be deleted by selecting a demand 
and then selecting the “Delete Demand” button 2402. A 
demand may be edited by selecting a demand and then select 
ing the “Edit Demand” button 2403. And, a demand may be 
created by selecting the “Create Demand” button 2404. 
(0078. When selecting either the “Edit Demand” button 
2403 or the “Create Demand” button 2404, the “Client 
Demand page illustrated with FIG. 25 is displayed. If the 
“Edit Demand” button 2403 is selected, the “Client Demand” 
page is shown filled with the information pertaining to the 
selected demand. If the “Create Demand” button 2404 is 
selected, a new “Client Demand page is displayed. 
(0079. The “Client Demand” page is a form that allows the 
user to view and/or enter information about a demand, includ 
ing a description of the demand 2501, impacts of the demand 
2502, the demand priority 2503, a status of the demand 2504, 
manual workarounds 2505, and clients affected by the 
demand 2506. The user may also attach documents 2507 to 
the demand. After the user enters the information in the “Cli 
ent Demand page, the user selects the “Add/Save” button 
2508 to complete the creation of the new demand or accept 
the changes made to an existing demand. 
0080. Once a demand has been created an instance of a 
Demand Raised subprocess is created, as illustrated in FIG. 
26. This subprocess notifies responsible individuals on the 
on-boarding team 104, as shown at 2601, obtains approval of 
the demand from particular individuals on the on-boarding 
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team 104, as shown at 2602, and releases the demand at 2603, 
when approved. Release of the demand means that the work 
flow system 102 modifies the CC process to include the tasks 
associated with resolving the demand. The manual tasks 
required to resolve the demand are delegated to the appropri 
ate individuals on the on-boarding team 104, FCR team 106, 
or LVC team 107 as previously discussed. The workflow 
system 102 ensures that these tasks have been completed 
when the demands outstanding Subprocess occurs, such as at 
SOS in FIG.S. 
0081. Having concluded the description of the “Demands' 
page, which is accessible via the “Demands' link 1106 in 
FIG. 11, the “Normalize' page will now be described. The 
“Normalizer page is accessible via the “Normalizer' link 
1107 shown in FIG. 11. Once this link is selected, the “Nor 
malizer page is displayed, which is illustrated with FIG. 27. 
The “Normalizer page allows the user to view, edit, create, 
and delete normalizers. 
0082 Existing normalizers are displayed in the window 
2701 in row format. A normalizer may be deleted by selecting 
a normalizer and then selecting the “Delete Normalizer but 
ton 2702. A normalizer may be edited by selecting a normal 
izer and then selecting the “Edit Normalizer” button 2703. A 
normalizer may be created by selecting the “Create Normal 
izer” button 2704. 
I0083. By selecting either the “Edit Normalizer” button 
2703 or the “Create Normalizer' button 2704, the “Client 
Normalizer page is displayed, which is illustrated with FIG. 
28. On this page, the user may view and/or enter data pertain 
ing to the normalizer including the name of the field that 
requires data translation 2801, a FIX tag name of the affected 
field 2802, the status of the normalizer 2803, such as “build, 
the actions involved in executing the normalizer 2804, and the 
clients affected by the normalizer 2805. Once the information 
has been entered, the user may select the Add/Save” button 
2806 to complete the changes. Any changes to the normaliz 
ers are recorded during the CC process, as shown for 
example, at 602 in FIG. 6. 
0084 Having completed the description of the “Normal 
izer page, which is accessed from the “Normalizer' link 
1107 shown in FIG. 11, the “Work queue' page will be 
described, which is accessed via the “Work queue link 1109. 
The “Work queue' page is illustrated with FIG. 29. This page 
displays a list of activities that need to be completed for a 
particular client 105. Contrary to the “Activity” tab described 
with reference to FIG. 21, the “Work queue page displays all 
outstanding manual tasks for aparticular client, instead ofjust 
the tasks assigned to a particular user. From the “Work 
Queue page, the user can take on an assigned activity by 
selecting button “Take Activity’ 2901, and/or can mark an 
activity as complete by selecting button “Complete Activity” 
2902. By allowing the user to take on someone else's task, 
work loads can be managed on the fly in a simple manner. 
When a user takes on someone else's task, Such task shows up 
on his or her “Activity” form (FIG. 21). 
I0085. Having completed the description of the “Work 
queue page, the “Client Monitor page will be described, 
which is accessed via the “Monitor' link 1112 illustrated with 
FIG. 11. The “Client Monitor page, illustrated with FIG.30, 
displays all clients for the selected region and their status. The 
information that is displayed for each client includes a color 
coded status 3001, a client name 3002, a text based status 
3003, a percentage complete 3004, and an expected CC pro 
cess completion date 3005. Although the color-coded status 
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3001 can use any number of colors to represent any sort of 
status, the exemplary embodiment uses three colors to indi 
cate three different statuses. A first color 3006 indicates that 
the client connect process is in production without outstand 
ing issues or demands. A second color 3007 indicates that the 
process is in a Subprocess other than production without 
issues or demands. And, a third color 3008 indicates that there 
are outstanding issues or demands in the client connect pro 
cess. In the exemplary embodiment, the first color is green, 
the second color is yellow, and the third color is red. 
I0086. The status field 3003 displays the client status that 
was discussed with respect to the process maps in FIGS. 4-10 
(506 in FIG. 5, for example.) The percent complete field 3004 
displays the percent complete that was also discussed with 
respect to FIGS. 4-10 (509 in FIG. 5, for example.) 
0087. It is to be understood that the above-described 
embodiment is merely illustrative of the present invention and 
that many variations of the above-described embodiment can 
be devised by one skilled in the art without departing from the 
scope of the invention. It is therefore intended that such 
variations be included within the scope of the following 
claims and their equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for providing access to a secured service, the 

system comprising: 
a computer-readable memory storing a process flow com 

prising a plurality of tasks associated with providing 
access to the secured service, the plurality of tasks com 
prising automatic tasks and at least one manual task, 

a manual task computer associated with an individual 
responsible for executing the manual task; 

a process management system communicatively con 
nected to the computer-readable memory and the 
manual task computer, the process management system 
advancing through the plurality of tasks in the process 
flow by performing actions comprising: 
(i) instructing automatic execution of a first automatic 

task when due for execution, 
(ii) transmitting, after the execution of the first automatic 

task, a message to the manual task computer indicat 
ing that the manual task is due for execution, and 

(iii) receiving, prior to advancing to a second automatic 
task, an indication from the manual task computer that 
the manual task is complete; and 

a demand creation computer that transmits a demand to the 
process management system while the process manage 
ment system is advancing through the plurality of tasks 
in the process flow, the demand indicating a problem 
encountered while creating a connection with the 
secured service that must be rectified to provide access 
to the secured service, wherein the process management 
system performs actions further comprising: 
(i) receiving the demand from the demand creation com 

puter, and 
(ii) inserting a new task into the process flow, the new 

task associated with rectifying the problem. 
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the secured service is 

provided by a computer system that allows trading of finan 
cial instruments. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the new task is a new 
manual task, and the system further comprises: 

a second manual task computer associated with an indi 
vidual responsible for executing the new manual task, 
the second manual task computer communicatively con 
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nected to the process management system, wherein the 
process management system is programmed to perform 
actions further comprising: 
transmitting, when the new manual task is due for execu 

tion, a message to the second manual task computer 
indicating that the new manual task is due for execu 
tion; and 

receiving, prior to advancing the process flow, an indi 
cation from the second manual task computer that the 
new manual task is complete. 

4. A computer-implemented method for providing access 
to a secured service, comprising: 

retrieving, from a computer-readable memory, a process 
flow comprising a plurality of tasks associated with pro 
viding access to the secured service, the plurality of 
tasks comprising automatic tasks and at least one 
manual task; 

advancing, by a computer, through the plurality of tasks in 
the process flow by performing actions comprising: 
instructing automatic execution of a first automatic task 
when due for execution, 

transmitting, after the execution of the first automatic 
task, a message to a manual task computer associated 
with an individual responsible for executing the 
manual task indicating that the manual task is due for 
execution, 

receiving prior to advancing to a second automatic task, 
an indication from the manual task computer that the 
manual task is complete, 

receiving a demand indicating a problem encountered 
while creating a connection with the secured service 
that must be rectified to provide access to the secured 
service, and 

inserting into the process flow, a new task associated 
with rectifying the problem. 

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4 wherein 
the secured service is provided by a computer system that 
allows trading of financial instruments. 

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein 
the new task is a new manual task, further comprising: 
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transmitting, when the new manual task is due for execu 
tion, a message to a second manual task computer indi 
cating that the new manual task is due for execution; and 

receiving, prior to advancing the process flow, an indica 
tion from the second manual task computer that the new 
manual task is complete. 

7. A method for providing a client access to a secured 
service, the method comprising: 

transmitting a first message from a computer system to 
instruct the secured service to configure a firewall asso 
ciated with the secured service, wherein the firewall 
allows a connection to be established between the 
secured service and the client; 

receiving, with the computer system, notification that the 
firewall has been configured; 

requesting a connection be established between the 
secured service and the client by transmitting a second 
message from the computer system to the client, wherein 
the second message contains client connection informa 
tion; 

receiving, with the computer system, an indication that the 
connection has been established between the secured 
service and the client; 

requesting that the connection be tested by transmitting a 
third message to the client from the computer system; 

receiving, with the computer system, an indication that the 
connection has been manually tested by the client; and 

transmitting a notification indicating that client access to 
the secured service has been established. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the secured service is 
provided by a computer system that allows the client to trade 
financial instruments. 

9. The method of claim 8 further comprising: 
requesting protocol information by transmitting a fourth 

message from the computer system; and 
receiving, with the computer system, the protocol informa 

tion. 
10. The method of claim 9 wherein the protocol informa 

tion pertains to the FIX protocol. 
c c c c c 


